List of Publications
List of Publications (updated n 27 April 2018)

N.B. = This list includes 651 total scientific contributions - 225 publications and 426 invited key lectures and contributions presented in international and national conferences in Social Psychology and other Social Sciences and in the fields of Innovative Doctoral Education and of Digital Libraries and ICT applied to Higher Education (even as organiser of Symposia, Round Tables, Thematic Sessions or the whole event) - organised chronologically under the following headings. The thematic areas of publications and papers are described in the extended version of the curriculum.

The number of 651 total items does not include the publications in press or forthcoming.

Books or edited Special Issue in English or French (3)
- Books or edited Special Issue in English or French In preparation/forthcoming (4)
- Books in Italian (4)
  - Books or edited Special Issue in Italia In preparation/forthcoming (1)
- Editing, validation and creation/innovation of psychological tests (3)
  - Editing, validation and creation/innovation of psychological tests In preparation/forthcoming (1)
- International Book Chapters (94)
  - International Book Chapters In preparation/forthcoming (3)
- Articles published in international peer-review journals (53)
  - Articles published in international peer-review journals In preparation/forthcoming (16)
- Book Chapters published in Italy (24)
- Articles published in Italian journals (22)
- Editorials and book introductions (7)
- Book Reviews (14)

Separate from the publications, in the appendix are found Key lectures and papers published in Acts:

- International conferences (280)
  - Copyright (1996-2018) for the design and content of the European Ph.D on Social Representations and Communication website (www.europhd.psi.uniroma1.it) and its transformation into a PORTAL

- European PhD International Summer Schools (1995-2018: 24) and International Lab Meeting series (2005-2018: 35) also including Key lectures presented in the 59 International events (59)
- National conferences (87)

BOOKS or edited Special Issue in English or French


In preparation/forthcoming


2) de Rosa, A.S.. ed. (forthcoming) Les représentations sociales du corps, de la beauté et la chirurgie esthétique : regards culturels comparatifs sur des objects sociaux en discussion dans un scénario d'évolution biotechnologique, Les Cahiers Internationaux de Psychologie Sociale. ISSN 0777-0707


**BOOKS in ITALIAN**


- de Rosa, A.S., Perché questo reading? (pp. 5-8).
  1. de Rosa, A.S., Uno sguardo alle teorie della conoscenza del mondo sociale e dei suoi ‘oggetti’: paradigmi teorici a confronto (pp. 11-41).
  2. de Rosa, A.S., Se per la strada incontri un matto: note di ricerca sulla rappresentazione sociale della malattia mentale nei bambini e adulti. (pp. 369-483).


**In preparation/forthcoming**


**EDITING, VALIDATION AND CREATION/INNOVATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS**


**In preparation/forthcoming:**


**INTERNATIONAL BOOK CHAPTERS**


Tòrò, A. Csépe, D. Kwiatkowska-Cioutucha (Eds.) Higher Education Partnership, Innovation, IHEPI, (pp. 
203-212), Budapest.: Publikon Publisher/IDResearch Ltd. (ISBN: 978-963-88332-5-9)

PhD on Social Representations and Communication to the World. In M. Gaebel, L. Purser, B. Wächter, L. 
Wilson (Eds.) Internationalisation of European Higher Education. An EUA/ACA Handbook. (HBI 1 04 09 

44) de Rosa, A.S. (2010). The Joint European/International Doctorate on Social Representations and Communication:

an experience anticipating the Bologna process. Task Force 4 “Development and administration of Joint 
F%2Fwww%2Ejoiman%2Eeu%2Factivities%2Fdefault%2Easpx

45) de Rosa, A.S. (2010) Internationalisation of collaborative doctorates and Joint International Doctorates: 
requirements and guidelines for each distinct model. In Higher Education Partnership and Innovation, (pp. 


47) de Rosa, A.S., (2010). Um, nenhun, cem mil… jogos com nomes de batismo: Um estudo sobre os nicknames em 
duas salas de bate-papo. In C.M. Nascimento Schulze, & J. Correia Jesuino (Eds.), Representações Sociais 

48) de Rosa, A.S., (2011) 50 anos depois: a ‘Psycanalysé, son image et son public’ na era do Facebook. In A. Almeida, 
Z. Trindade, F. Santos (Eds.) Teoria das Representações sociais - 50 anos., (pp. 491-561) Technopolitik e 

49) de Rosa, A.S., (2011) De Nouvelles Formes de Coopération internationale dans la formation doctorale: 
Internationalisation et doctorat international: un objectif, deux modèles distincts. In V. Baidenko (ed.) 
The Bologna Process: resume of the decade, Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, 
Institute for Higher Education Quality (pp.357-363), Moscow, (ISBN: 978-5-87623-497-1)

50) de Rosa, A.S. (2012). Is Barack Obama black or white enough, or neither? An intriguing research question from the 
productions of knowledge and social representations, (pp. 103-129), Jakarta: Graduate Program of European 

is born from ideas”. In A. Kapoor and C. Kulshrestha (Eds) Branding and Sustainable Competitive 

(ISBN: 9781613501719)

(Ed.), Social Representations in the "social arena". (pp. 1-63) Routledge, New York – London. ISBN 978- 
0-415-59119-5

54) de Rosa, A.S. (2013). Research fields in social representations: snapshot views from a meta-theoretical analysis In 
A.S. de Rosa (Ed.), Social Representations in the "social arena". (pp. 89-124), Routledge, New York – 

Rosa (Ed.), Social Representations in the "social arena". (pp. 245-310), Routledge, New York – London. 


**Forthcoming:**


**ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN INTERNATIONAL PEER-REVIEW JOURNALS**


38) de Rosa, A.S. (2011) 1961-2011: 50 de ani de istorie a unei idei reprezentând “mai mult decât o teorie”. Partea I (50-year history of an idea that is “more than a theory”, Part I), Societal and Political Psychology International Review, 2, 1: 11-32. ISSN 2068-6315

39) de Rosa, A.S. (2011) 1961-2011: 50 de ani de istorie a unei idei reprezentând “mai mult decât o teorie”. Partea II (50-year history of an idea that is “more than a theory”, Part II), Societal and Political Psychology International Review, 2, 2: 11-37 ISSN 2068-6315


In preparation & Forthcoming


4) de Rosa, A.S. (forthcoming) Between Piaget and Moscovici: Gerard Duveen and the epistemological interest for the genesis and transformation of social representations, Contemporary Education and Culture.

5) Bigazzi, S. de Rosa, A.S.(forthcoming) Self image – Gypsy image. The social representations of Gypsies in Italy and in Hungary. (submitted for publication)


10) de Rosa, A. S., Sun, S., Bocci, E. (forthcoming) Go gambling or to war: metaphors and social representations of the stock market in European and Chinese financial advisors and investors, Journal of Economic Psychology


12) de Rosa, A.S. Dryjanska, L. (forthcoming) Capturing the dialogical relationship of place identity and social representations: the first visit to Warsaw, Environmental Psychology


14) de Rosa, A.S. Dryjanska, L. (forthcoming) What is an ideal city but the people? How first-time visitors to European capital cities represent an ideal city


BOOK CHAPTERS published in Italy


ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN ITALIAN PEER-REVIEW JOURNALS


15) de Rosa, A.S. & Smith, A. (1997). Da...


**EDITORIALS AND BOOK INTRODUCTIONS**


7) de Rosa, A.S. ed. (forthcoming) Introduction to: Les représentations sociales du corps, de la beauté et la chirurgie esthétique, Les Cahiers Internationaux de Psychologie Sociale. ISSN 0777-0707

BOOK REVIEWS

1. La Scuola di domani, 1976, III, n.° 3, review:

2. La Scuola di domani, 1977, III, n.° 4, review:

3. La Scuola di domani, 1977, III, n.° 6, review:

4. La Scuola di domani, 1977, III, n.° 6, review:

5. La Scuola di domani, 1977, III, n.° 8, review:

6. La Scuola di domani, 1977, IV, n.° 1, review:

7. Rassegna di Psicologia, 1985, n.° 3/4, pp. 85-90, review:

8. Psicologia Contemporanea, 1985, n.° 68, pp. 62-3, review:


10. Rassegna di Psicologia, 1985, n.° 3, pp. 120-125, review:

11. La Ricerca, 1986, n.° 1, pp. 13-14, review:

12. Rassegna di Psicologia, 1987, n.° 1, pp. 113-119, review:
13. Rassegna di Psicologia, 1991, n° 1, p. 168, review:


APPENDIX

ACTS OF INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES


16) de Rosa, A.S. (1990). Tell me who you're talking to and I'll tell you who he/she is. 8th General meeting of European Association of Experimental Social Psychology (p. 67). (Budapest, 19-24/6/90).


49) de Rosa, A.S. (1996). Symposium organised at the 11th General Meeting of the E.A.E.S.P. (July 13th-18th, Gmunden, Austria): “Controversial social representations "of" and "around" advertising: how to sell pullovers by provoking discussion on social issues”.

List of the contributions:

- de Rosa, A.S., Reconstructing the social discourse 'of' and 'around' the ideological advertising of Benetton: an outline of a cross-national research programme.
- Losito, G. & de Rosa, A.S., Comprehension and interpretation of Benetton advertising: textual and discourse analysis by applying SPAD-T and DiscAn on data collected by the associative network.
- Kirckler, E. & de Rosa, A.S., Advertisement association sequences: analyses of emotional and cognitive reactions to ambiguous images.
- Sinigaglia, P., de Rosa, A.S. & Abric J. C., The application of two projective techniques to the study of advertising: the associative network and the associative card.
- Costa Pereira, F., de Rosa, A.S. & Verges P., Central system and peripheric elements of the representations associated to Benetton advertising campaigns by Portuguese young people.


List of the invited contributions:
B. Rimé, Terrorist attacks of September 11th: The cognitive and social impact of a collective trauma.
G. Bellelli, A. Curci & G. Leone, Cognitive, emotional and social determinants of collective memories.
J. Laszlo, B. Ehmann, O. Vincze, Changes in the historical memory after the WTC attack: the case of the Afghanistan war.
A. Curci (Italy), Flashbulb memories for the terroristic attack to WTC.

85) de Rosa, A.S., S. Bigazzi & E. Bocci, Forget - Never forget: emotional impact, iconic representational systems and social memory, in the reconstruction of the day who dramatically changed the personal and global risk perception.

86) de Rosa, A.S. (2002). One, no-one, hundred thousand… The nickname as the spy of the identity of the members of the Italian virtual communities of two chat lines. 13th General Meeting of the E.A.E.S.P., (San Sebastian, Spain, June 26-29).


List of the invited contributions:
J. Jesuino, in co-operation with A. de Rosa & P. Verges, Symbolic generalised media in a critical transitory phase: the change to the European currency system.
A. Dottir, Imaginary and scientific discourse about Dolly the sheep.
B. Ofali, La tempête de 1999: représentations sociale d’un événement extraordinaire.
P. Lalli, Media and war events: the influence of media information on Kosovo war.
A.S. de Rosa, S. Bigazzi, S. Bocci, E. Iconic representations, emotional impact and construction of the
social memory about September 11


95) de Rosa, A.S. (2003). The impact of evoked and exposed images on the construction of the social memory and social sharing of emotions about the traumatic events of September 11 in a time frame of data collection that lasted 18 months. (Round Table: Construction of memory, history and culture) 3rd International Workshop and 1st Brazilian Conference on Social Representations, (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2 – 5 September 2003).


117) de Rosa, A.S. (2005). Applying the technique of “photolanguage” in “focus groups”: iconic representations from two research programs. IVa Jornada Internacional e II Conferência Brasileira, (João Pessoa – PB, Brasil, 8-11 de Novembro de 2005), [invited key lecture]


132) de Rosa, A.S. (2007) organised the “European Doctorate” Special Day (May 15th), inviting renowned European speakers on the topic within the French-Italian Days organised at Sapienza University: Our Universities faced with Europe. (May 14-16, Rome, Italy) [invited key lecture]

de Rosa’s Lecture on “Internationalisation and International Doctorate: one goal, two distinct models.”


Theory through time and across continents. The ICSR from Ravello, Italy (1992) to Bali, Indonesia (2008). 9th International Conference on social representations: alternative productions of knowledge and social representations, (Bali, Indonesia 30th June - 5th July 2008). Invited Intervention at Round Table


149) de Rosa, A.S. (2009) The Internationalization: a long-term project with multiplying effects on the young researcher's career, Erasmus Welcome Day Sapienza University of Rome (February 10th 2009). Invited lecture


156) de Rosa, A.S. (2010). Internationalisation of doctorates and International Joint Doctorates: One goal, two distinct


160) de Rosa, A.S., (2010) Organisation of the Symposium “Social Representations of Urban Places: Images, Memory and Identity” at 10th International Conference on Social Representations: Representations, Knowledge Transmission and Social Transformations (Tunis, Tunisia 05th - 8th July 2010) with the participation of Denise JODELET (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales – Paris – France), PECORA, Ana Rafaela PAREDES, Eugenia Coelho (Universidade Federal De Mato Grosso, Brasil), Marta de ALBA, (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana – Iztapalapa, Mexico) ; HAAS, Valérie LEVASSEUR Elodie (Université Lumière Lyon 2, France), Annamaria DE ROSA, Marialibera d’AMBROSIO (Université de Rome – La Sapienza - Italy)


167) de Rosa, A.S. (2010) European Capital Cities through the eyes of First-Visitors: anticipatory experience and evaluation of urban places before and after their visit, National Conference of Psychology, University A.I.
Cuza IASI, Romania (23-26 September 2010), Invited key lecture


201) de Rosa, A.S. (2013) The European/International Joint Doctorate in Social Representations and Communication: an innovative doctoral programme in a networked international research training environment. Conference on “Excellence in European Doctoral Education” organized by the University of Edinburgh working on a collaborative project with Aarhus University called Excellence in European Doctoral Education-ExEDE


205) de Rosa, A.S., Bocci, E. Dryjanska, L. (2014) Imagining, exploring, experiencing, representing, branding the physical and digital Urban Environment, as tourist destination: multiple interrelated research lines (field and media studies) on first, past and potential visitors of European capital cities, 24th International Lab Meeting – Spring Session 2014: “Environment facing societal challenges” at the European PhD on Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy (12-13 May 2014)

206) de Rosa, A.S. (2014) 7th EUA-CDE Annual Meeting “Doctoral Education: Thinking globally, acting locally” hosted by the University of Liverpool (Liverpool, 19-20 June 2014)


216) de Rosa, A.S. (2014) 5th UNICA PhD MASTER CLASS (31 August - 3 September 2014) Linking Master with PhD: success factors for effective preparation of students for PhD candidacy, Centre for Advanced Academic Studies University of Zagreb, Dubrovnik

217) de Rosa, A.S. (2014) Discussion and Feedbacks to the “Study on the contribution of the Framework Programmes (FP) to the development of Human Research Capacity in Europe”, IDEA Consult and its partners (iFQ and PPMJ), Brussels, 18th of September 2014


234) de Rosa, A.S. (2015) “Mapping the impact and dissemination of the social representation theory across different geo-cultural contexts around the world: from Europe towards other continents,” 21st International Summer School- 28th International Lab Meeting – Summer Session 2015 “Mapping the impact and dissemination of the social representation theory across different geo-cultural contexts around the world: from Europe towards other continents” at the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy (16-25 July 2015)

Joint PhD in Social Representations and Communication), Conference of the Society for Psychology of Women, Division 35 of the American Psychological Association (APA), From International to Transnational: Transforming the Psychology of Women, August 4-5, Toronto, Canada


246) de Rosa, A.S. (2016) Mission, objectives and recent initiatives from Sapienza-CDE. Some notes on Career Development Plan as a strategic tool for timeline management “within” and “beyond” the doctorate”, Speaker Corner at the 9th EUA-CDE Annual Meeting Doctoral Education: a dilemma of quality and quantity? (Tarragona, Spain 16-17 June 2016)


249) de Rosa, A.S. Introduction to the round table “Serge Moscovici’s supra-disciplinary power of thinking” organised by Annamaria Silvana de Rosa, Proceeding of the 13th International Conference on Social Representations (14-17 Sept. 2016 Marseille, France)


269) de Rosa, A.S., (2018) Active contribution in the interactive sessions Transferable skills training and career development and Intersectoral collaboration 11th EUA-CDE Thematic Workshop The Impact and Outcomes of Doctoral Education Reform in Europe, hosted by University of Malta, Valletta, Malta from Thursday, 18 January 2018 to Friday, 19 January 2018.


4th INTEGRO UAD International Meeting – University of Florence - Heritage open space in transformation (HOST) - Florence, 15-17 March 2018


275) de Rosa, A.S. (2018) Living the future on innovative doctorates as experienced past. Lessons learned from creating/leading an international, interdisciplinary and intersectoral doctorate since 1993. 11th EUA-CDE Annual Meeting on “Excellence through Diversity: Doctoral education in a globalised world”; (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 7-8 June 2018)

277) de Rosa, A.S. Bocci, E. (2018), Rome, Paris and the Ideal City: the twin European Capitals seen from the top and from the bottom, the 14th International Conference on Social Representations ICSR, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1-3- August 2018.


279) de Rosa, A.S. Silvestri, S. Bocci, E. (2018) A study of inclusion/exclusion social relations within today’s migration phenomenon inspired by the social representations theory, EASP Meeting, Boundaries, Norms, and Conflicts:Understanding Intergroup Relations and Rising Intolerance Across Europe and Beyond, Bratislava, September 6th-8th 2018


Copyright (1996-2018) for the design and content of the European/International Joint Ph.D on Social Representations and Communication website (www.europhd.eu) and its transformation into a PORTAL containing scientific documentation, multimedia products and educational tools such as:

1. The So.Re.Com. “A.S. de Rosa” @-Library: A Multi-Purpose Web-Platform in the supra-disciplinary field of Social Representations and Communication

2. grid for meta-theoretical analysis of the literature on Social Representations (de Rosa, 1994-2014) and for online codification of more than 3500 scientific articles on which meta-theoretical analysis is performed: http://www.europhd.net/cgi-bin/WebObjects/europhd.woa/wo/4.0.0.7.3

3. bibliographic catalogue of more than ten thousand entries in the area of Social Representations and Communications http://www.europhd.net/cgi-bin/WebObjects/europhd.woa/wa/biblio

4. specialized virtual library on Social Representations and Communication, with texts downloadable in PDF: http://www.europhd.net/cgi-bin/WebObjects/europhd.woa/wa/virtualLib

5. digitalized video-courses recorded during the International Summer Schools, also available on CD-Rom: http://www.europhd.eu/IntSummerSchools; http://www.europhd.eu/IntLabMeetings

6. Evaluation and monitoring tools for European PhD students' research projects as well as for distance tutoring, and co-tutoring, http://www.europhd.net/html/_onda01/05/17.00.00.00.shtml

7. workplan chart timeline: http://www.europhd.net/html/_onda01/05/02.00.00.00.shtml
digitalized video-conferences produced at the European PhD Research Centre and Multimedia Lab, available on DVD and on the web via streaming video: http://www.europhd.eu/IntSummerSchools; http://www.europhd.eu/IntLabMeetings


8th International Summer School: “Communication: Media and Social Representations” – New Media: Nets and Internet”, (Castello Colonna, Genazzano, Rome, Italy, 1-9 June 2002)


10th International Summer School: “Social influence and communication in the new scenario of the information society. Is it possible to change risk behaviour?” (Castello Colonna, Genazzano, Rome, Italy, 24 April-3 May 2004).


European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy with a Joint Session with the "10th International Facet Theory Conference" (From 2nd to 10th July 2005). [http://www.action-m.com/fl2005]


6th European Ph.D. International Lab meeting – 12th International Summer School: Summer Session 2006 – Social Representations in Action and Construction in Media and Society: "Applying Dialogical Approaches and Conversational Analysis via Focus Groups to Research on Social Representations"; with joint sessions with the concurrent integrated event "8th International Conference on Social Representations" (From 28th August to 6th September 2006).


Center, Rome-Italy - in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (From 28th to 30th January 2009).

15th International Summer School: "Cultural and cross-cultural approaches to social representations: The implications of the globalised/localised cultural scenario", concurrent with the 14th International Lab Meeting At the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy - in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (From 24th to 29th August 2009).


16th International Summer School: "Social Representations and Sciences”, concurrent with the 16th International Lab Meeting Summer Session 2010 - At the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy - in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (From 8th to 20th July 2011).


18th International Summer School - 20th International LAB Meeting: "Social Representations, Economics and Finance", concurrent with the 20th International Lab Meeting At the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy - in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (8-9 February 2012)

19th International Lab Meeting – Winter Session 2012: "The Meta-Theoretical Analysis of the Social Representations Literature” at the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy - in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (From 8th to 20th July 2012)


20th International Summer School – 25th International Lab Meeting – Session 2014: "Genesis, development and actuality of the Social Representation theory in more than fifty years (1961-2011 and beyond): the main paradigms and the "modelling approach", concurrent with the 20th International Lab Meeting At the European/International Joint PhD in Social Representations & Communication Multimedia LAB & Research Center, Rome-Italy- in combination with Worldwide on-line connection points (From 13th to 19th July 2014)


21st International Summer School – 28th International Lab Meeting – Session 2015: Mapping the impact and dissemination of the social representation theory across different geo-cultural contexts around the world: from Europe towards other continents (18th to 25th July 2015)


23rd International Summer School – 34th International Lab Meeting – Session 2017: Social Representations in the social arena faced with social demand: a wide range of societal issues investigated in various thematic areas in multiple applied contexts (18-24 June 2017)


ITALIAN CONFERENCES


di Napoli), Giovanna Leone (Sapienza Università di Roma), Bruno Mazzara (Sapienza Università di Roma)
Annamaria de Rosa (Sapienza Università di Roma), Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia
Sociale (Palermo, 17-19 settembre 2015)

Mapping delle collaborazioni inter-istituzionali tra ricercatori in diversi paesi e continenti per una
epidemiologia della produzione scientifica sulle rappresentazioni sociali nel mondo, Simposio a cura di Ida
Galli, Le rappresentazioni del sociale, Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale
(Palermo, 17-19 settembre 2015)

76) de Rosa, A.S. (2016) Per un’analisi meta-teorica della produzione scientifica sulle rappresentazioni sociali nel
mondo: approcci paradigmatici, ancoraggi geo-culturali e orientamenti tematici, Simposio a cura di A.S. de
Rosa Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

Theory within the Anthropological Paradigmatic Approach, Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso
Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

America: the Brazilian case, Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di
Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

theory across the new emerging scenarios, Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della
Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

through the lens of a meta-theoretical perspective, Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso Nazionale
A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

Exploring the dissemination of the Social Representations Theory in the thematic field of “Environment”,
Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-
24 settembre 2016)

about the major economic events? a meta-theoretical perspective Simposio a cura di A.S. de Rosa Congresso
Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

rappresentazioni sociali di autisti e utenti con diverse pratiche di mobilità Simposio a cura di Ida Galli
Congresso Nazionale A.I.P. della Sezione di Psicologia Sociale (Napoli, 22-24 settembre 2016)

e lungoresidenti nella capital, AIP Annual Meeting della Divisione di Psicologia Sociale (Bari, 19-21-
settembre 2018)